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rEmEmBErinG PétEr Józsa

Géza Balázs: EXPanDED WorlD in naGyrákos

T

he 6th symposium on cultural semiotics in the memory of Péter Józsa. the theme of the event, held on June 4, 2019 in nagyrákos, was the re-reading
and interpretation of a study by Péter Józsa, as well as any thematic connection to the semiotic work
of the semiotics expert died 40 years ago. the introductory lecture reveals the life of Péter Józsa, his
relationship with nagyrákos and earlier symposia.
Géza Balázs: hyBriDity: a cultural shock. thE susPEnsEFul PhEnomEna
oF thE WorlD oF tEchnoloGy anD intErculturality anD PossiBlE Ways oF
DEalinG With thEm

the cultural situation of our time can only be discussed in larger contexts. cultural processes are
becoming increasingly complex, and the result of these processes may fit the notion of hybridity: thus
these are hybrid cultures. Blending of things, systems, including languages, language elements, is
probably a natural phenomenon and even something exhibiting innovation or creativity. the
combination either creates something new or something freakish. this also follows from the dictionary
definitions. a hybrid may be a cross-bred entity; but it can also mean something like a mongrel, some
ill-matched, non-uniform process, act or opinion.
imrE GráFik: in thE FootstEPs oF thE aEsthEtic EFFEct

recently i discovered Péter Józsa’s book entitled Esztétikai alkotások társadalmi hatása (social impact
of aesthetic Works), probably published in 1976. the author’s nearly half-century thoughts are so lasting
that i had to realize with regret that i was a little late in reading his book. i have recently dealt with a
number of studies on our folk art heritage; questions of interpretation and aesthetic aspects of folk art
(object creation) and applied folk art. it is well-known that Péter Józsa’s was working on well-defined
forms and forms of aesthetics – mainly literature, film, painting, and music, but his conclusions can also
be extended to other ethnographic, folk art and applied folk art areas with an added aesthetic value.
zoltán horVáth: is PuBlic EDucation a channEl or a hall?

the name and meaning of public education has changed many times over the last century. the
profession faced new challenges in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, which Péter Józsa discussed in his
1978 book, kód-kultúra-kommunikáció (code-culture-communication). although the content of
public education has changed much since then, his findings are still relevant today. in my study i
examine the essence of the public education system, starting from the work of Péter Józsa.
PétEr markó: aBout thE GloBalization throuGh somE mEtaPhors

Globalization was not yet a scientific problem in the 1970s, at the time of Péter Józsa’s semiotic work.
While today’s public discourse is filled with the rise of nation-state sovereignty, the world is
continuously undergoing a transformation; some would say in such a bad direction that the fate of
humanity has already been sealed. this paper seeks to describe some of the characteristics of
globalization by using metaphors that have become popular in scientific thinking.
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EDit ÚJVári: PétEr Józsa’s ViEWs on art socioloGy anD thE
“Visual turn” thEory

in my study, i focus on the Péter Józsa’s work, a festmények hatása (the impact of Paintings), whose
topics can be classified into art sociology and art psychology. Józsa’s research methodology can be
grasped based on the description of the empirical study and the analysis of the results. in addition, his
approach as a synthesizing researcher can also be outlined based on sociological, cultural,
communication, and semiotic theories. regarding the interpretations of the visual aesthetic experience,
Józsa makes important statements about the characteristics of the interpretative domains and the
predominance of conceptual-verbal aspects in European culture. By doing so, he essentially foretells
the claims of the 1990s “visual turn” theory.
lászló móD – anDrás simon: BranDy Distillation as local knoWlEDGE in
thE PrEkmurJE rEGion. EXamPlEs From hoDos surrounDinGs

in the present day settlements in the part of Őrség region that belongs to slovenia, the two-pipe
structures, from before the First World War, were probably used in other settlements of the Őrség too
and have survived to this day. here we can talk not only about the survival of history of technology
objects, but also about the associated knowledge of their operation, which enables the production of
high quality distillates. in our region, the brandy produced in the small business sector is mainly for
own consumption, although there are farmers who also sell small quantities on a regular basis. it is
debatable how this particular local knowledge, as a form of cultural heritage, can be utilized by local
communities in the 21st century.
kálmán széll: “tWinklE, tWinklE littlE star” thouGhts From 2011. Part 1

i have already published a compilation in the Vasi szemle (issue 2, 2011, pp. 131-154) from my earlier
publications, books, and thoughts that came to my mind in silent moments – at the age of 85. now,
at the age of 94, i am re-sharing my thoughts accumulated since then. i still believe, i hope, that in
this accelerated history we still have time to think, and that the horizontal superficiality of everyday
life does not conceal or destroy the recognition of vertical relationships. the spirit (thought world),
in contrast to matter, is capable to propel itself, to grow, and to inspire other minds. if readers accept
or reject my thoughts, they can survive. Beyond our virtual survival, we enrich, color, and enhance
our worldview and culture.
monika zsámBéky: rElics oF st. martin in hunGary

Examining the temporal and spatial location of st. martin’s relics collected so far, we find that
medieval relics have almost all disappeared during the storms of the centuries. another renaissance
in the donation of relics took place in the 1760s and 1780s. in the 19th century we rarely find newly
donated relics of st. martin, and in the 20th century there was a renewed demand for the relics, mainly
in places bearing the martyr’s name. church leaders wanted to rouse religious zeal by the proximity
of the remains of a holy patron. this was especially true at the beginning of a new church leader’s
reign, e.g. Bishop János mikes, or at the dedication of a new church or altar. E.g. rebuilding of
Pannonhalma church, the consecration of the altar of Budapest-Vizafogó or the Eisenstadt cathedral.
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zoltán tamás molnár: Pál sárközy (1884–1957), arch-aBBot anD
mathEmatician

Endre sárközy was born on December 3, 1884 in Jánosháza. after finishing elementary school he
continued his studies in keszthely and Pannonhalma. as a student, he regularly submitted solutions
for assignments published in the középiskolai matematikai lapok (mathematical magazine for high
school). he later earned his doctorate and taught mathematics. he was a member and vice president
of the szent istván academy. Between the two world wars, sárközy was active in the scientific and
public life. he was the author of several textbooks, technical books, scientific and mathematical
studies. he was interested in almost every branch of mathematics. sárközy first helped the
Pannonhalma abbey as a ruling abbot, then between 1951 and 1957 as an arch-abbot. the paper
presents the mathematical works of sárközy.
JózsEF Gál: thE history oF thE music association oF szomBathEly, 1906-1910

the paper presents szombathely’s classical music life from 1905 to 1910. the chronicle first describes
the activities of the association – including the conflicts – and then, the performers of the concerts in
each season, the music played in the programmes, the praises published in the daily press, and
occasionally the reaction of the audience. the paper also covers one of the lasting action of the
association, the first year of the music school founded in 1909, which currently operates under the
name of Bartók Béla music school. the appendix of the paper contains the authors of the works
presented, the names of the performers and the list of the members of the association, their civilian
occupation and even their official rank.
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